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Nation Building and Refugee Protection
in the Post-Soviet Region
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The fall of communism opened the newly independent states of the former
Soviet Union to global migration and refugee flows. By the end of the
1990s, the former Soviet states hosted 3.4 million refugees and other displaced persons—38 percent of Europe’s and 15 percent of the world’s total.1 The challenge of refugee protection was daunting for the post-Soviet
countries. The USSR was a refugee-producing, not a refugee-receiving,
state, and the Soviet successor states had no legislative legacy or domestic
expertise to deal with the refugee problem.2 As the post-Soviet states began
to create refugee policies and institutions, they all received similar cues
from the international community. Since 1992, the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), a UN refugee agency
mandated to supervise the application of the international refugee law and
to promote a nondiscriminatory refugee policy, has been working on the
ground in the post-Soviet region to affect emerging refugee regimes. Despite similar international pressures, however, a decade after they first encountered similar refugee problems, post-Soviet states exhibit varying re208
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ceptivity to refugees. This chapter explores the causes of this variation
through a comparison of Russia and Ukraine.
Russia and Ukraine are major refugee-receiving states in the post-Soviet
region. By the end of the 1990s, they were hosting more displaced persons
than any Western European country except Germany.3 The two states are
similar economically and in their democratic development, and, since 1991,
they have faced refugee problems of a similar nature and magnitude. These
similarities might lead one to expect similar refugee policies, but in fact these
states have adopted rather different policies. Among interesting empirical
puzzles is a receptive policy toward former Soviet citizens, in particular toward co-ethnics, in Russia but not in Ukraine, and a more generous policy
toward refugees from the developing world in Ukraine than in Russia.
These puzzles raise more general questions. Why do some post-Soviet
states accept refugees more readily than others? Why do some states privilege certain refugee groups (in particular co-ethnics of the titular nationality) while others do not? This chapter argues that to answer these questions,
we have to understand how the politics of nation building and the strategies
of international institutions act as the main sources of post-Soviet refugee
policies and systematically lead to different policy outcomes.
The governing elites in new states such as the former Soviet republics
have to answer the all-important question: Who belongs to the nation (and
thus constitutes “us”) and who does not (and thus constitutes the “other”)?
Contestation over this question is the politics of nation building. As Arel
emphasized in the introductory chapter, the construction of categories of
identity is a political, not a teleological, process and is it often highly contested. This chapter first compares the contestation over the definition of the
nation in Russia and Ukraine, and it then focuses on the consequences of
this contestation for policies toward different groups of refugees. As we will
see, the politics of nation building in Russia and Ukraine did not simply
amount to defining co-ethnics of the titular group as “us” and the rest as
“other.” Reflecting historical, cultural, and political legacies, different “images” of the nation were on the political menu, each resonating with different segments of the society and different elite groups. The nature and intensity of contestation over the national question mandated a more or less
receptive policy toward different refugee groups. The politics of nation
building thus determined which refugee groups were (or were not) to be
assisted by the state. This reality presented a challenge to international
refugee-assisting institutions that lobbied for a receptive and a nondiscriminatory refugee policy.
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International refugee-assisting organizations such as the UNHCR initially approached the post-Soviet region exclusively through the prism of
international refugee law, assisting only those refugees who fit the international legal definition of a refugee. The evidence from Russia and
Ukraine is a testament to the potential of international actors to promote
policies reflecting international human rights standards, but only when
these actors are aware that in different domestic contexts the meaning of the
same category (e.g., “refugee”) can be different, and when they are prepared
to adjust their strategies to take into account constraints and opportunities
created by the domestic politics of refugee policy.

Similar Problem, Varying Response: The Refugee
Problem and Refugee Policy in Russia and Ukraine
The 1951 Geneva Convention on the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol define a refugee as someone who has crossed an international border;
who is not a citizen of the state where he or she is seeking refuge; and who
fled due to a “well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion.”4 A refugee, under international law (I will use the term “traditional
refugee” throughout the chapter), is thus an international migrant who has
fled political, religious, ethnic, racial, or social persecution; who has crossed
an international border; and who is not a citizen of the host state. In Western
states, virtually all refugees are traditional refugees: foreigners who have
crossed an international border and are not citizens of the state where they
are seeking asylum. The refugee problem in the West is thus amenable to,
and can be analyzed within, the framework of international refugee law. In
the post-Soviet context of state collapse and state formation, however, the
refugee problem has turned out to be much more complex.
Although there is a sizable number of “traditional” refugees in both Russia and Ukraine, they are only a small part of the refugee problem in these
states. Traditional refugees in Russia and Ukraine are asylum seekers from
developing countries, most of them Afghans. Thus, in Russia from 1992 to
1998, the UNHCR reception center registered some 35,500 asylum seekers
from 52 non–Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) countries, 70
percent of them Afghans.5 Between 1996 and the middle of 2000, asylum
seekers from more than forty countries applied for refugee status in
Ukraine,6 with Afghans being the majority of applicants for refugee status
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each year.7 Though most of the developing-world asylum seekers found
themselves in Russia and Ukraine because they were not able to reach destinations further west, most Afghans have been in the USSR since the Soviet
era, and as a result, a plurality of Afghans wants to remain in Russia and
Ukraine rather than to move further west.8
Although traditional refugees are numerous, the refugee problem in the
post-Soviet region in general, and in Russia and Ukraine in particular, is defined by the predominance of nontraditional refugees. Nontraditional refugees
do not fit the refugee definition found in international law either because they
did not cross an international border and/or because they are entitled to citizenship of the state where they seek refuge. However, they have usually fled
for reasons similar to those of refugees—fearing ethnic, political, or religious
persecution. In Russia and Ukraine, for example, as of 1999, 94 and 98 percent of the displaced persons, respectively, were nontraditional refugees.9
In the post-Soviet region, nontraditional refugees are a product of the
“ethnic unmixing” that began on the territory of the former Soviet Union in
the late 1980s.10 When the Soviet Union fell apart, as many as 70 million
people lived outside their “ethnic homelands.”11 The rise of nationalism in
the Soviet republics, the ethnic conflicts of the late 1980s, and the disintegration of the Soviet Union in 1991 sent waves of former Soviet citizens,
suddenly national minorities in the republics where they lived, to their “ethnic homelands.”12 Although “ethnic unmixing” has affected all nationalities of the former USSR, the outflow of Slavs (Russians, Ukrainians, and
Belarusians) from the non-Slavic republics has been particularly significant. Russia and Ukraine, the two largest Slavic republics of the former
USSR, have become the main destination countries for these migrants. As
table 7.1 shows, among the former Soviet citizens who moved to Russia in
the 1990s, approximately 60 percent were ethnic Russians; among migrants
to Ukraine over the same period, 43 percent were ethnic Ukrainians.
The predominance of nontraditional refugees, many of them co-ethnics,
raised a question that would be totally out of place in the Western context:
Are refugees foreigners or members of the nation? In Russia and Ukraine,
this is a highly ambiguous and a highly political question. Most nontraditional refugees in both states are either co-ethnics of the titular group and/or
eligible for citizenship under the terms of the initial citizenship laws.13
Inclusive citizenship laws adopted in Russia and Ukraine in the early
1990s made most nontraditional refugees, including co-ethnics of the titular group, ineligible for an international legal definition of refugee.14 This
was an unforeseen and an unintended consequence. When initial citizenship
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laws were adopted in Russia and Ukraine in the late Soviet period, lawmakers had little to no awareness of the international refugee legislation and
the linkage between citizenship status and eligibility for refugee status contained in the international refugee law. A mismatch between the sociopolitical domestic and international legal understanding of who is a refugee (and
thus deserves assistance from the state) was thus created. Whereas international law ruled that co-ethnics and other former Soviet migrants for the most
part were not refugees but foreigners from developing-world countries were,
domestically in Russia and Ukraine the perception was exactly the opposite:
Needy former Soviet co-citizens, not foreigners from the developing world,
were considered bezhentsy (refugees), and worthy of state assistance.15
The above reality makes our empirical puzzle all the more intriguing.
Given the similar nature of the refugee problem in Russia and Ukraine (the
predominance of migrants from the former Soviet republics, most of them
nontraditional refugees and co-ethnics of the titular group), the comparable
magnitude of the refugee problem (relative to the national populations; see
table 7.1), and a similar domestic perception of who is and is not a refugee,
one could expect to see similar refugee admission policies. It would not
have been surprising, for example, if both states proved to be more receptive to the former Soviet refugees than to those from the developing world,
and/or if both privileged co-ethnics of the titular ethnic group over refugees
belonging to the ethnic “other.”
Indeed, this is what happened in Russia. In Russia, the overwhelming
majority of those recognized under the laws “On Refugees” and “On Forced
Migrants” are former Soviet citizens. By the end of 2000, only 450 developing-world refugees received refugee status (2.1 percent of the total registered refugees).16 Former Soviet citizens in Russia also benefited from the
law “On Forced Migrants” adopted in addition to the law “On Refugees.”
The forced migrant law provided for a more generous regime (in terms of
both status acquisition and the social and economic benefits associated with
it) for those in a refugee-like situation who were eligible for Russian citizenship. The majority of those recognized under the law were ethnic Russians.17 In Ukraine, conversely, there was neither legislation nor practice
benefiting either ethnic Ukrainians or former Soviet citizens in general. Instead, 69 percent of the refugees recognized in the period 1997–2000 in
Ukraine were from developing-world countries (mainly Afghanistan).18
Why did Russian and Ukrainian refugee policies turned out to be so different? To understand why similar post-Soviet countries responded differently to a similar refugee problem, we have to understand how the politics
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of refugee policy in new states is intertwined with and shaped by the politics of nation building; how the politics of nation building creates different
constraints and opportunities for the international actors lobbying for a receptive and nondiscriminatory domestic refugee policy; and how these actors’ response to the constraints imposed by the politics of nation building
enables or impedes the materialization of a nondiscriminatory domestic
refugee regime.

The Politics of Nation Building and Refugee
Policy in the Post-Soviet Context
The relationship between the refugee problem and the problem of nation
building sets the post-Soviet states apart from Western states. Unlike Western states, which faced the modern refugee problem in the aftermath of
World War II as established nation-states, the post-Soviet states faced the
refugee problem at the same time they faced the challenge of state and nation building. In post–World War II Western Europe, established nation-states
faced flows of foreign refugees. In post–Cold War Eastern Europe, new
states faced a flow of refugees, many of them co-ethnics of the titular group,
as they were still trying to define the boundaries of their nations. This simultaneity created an intimate link between the politics of refugee policy
and the politics of nation building.
The politics of nation building in the post-Soviet region is not simply
about treating co-ethnics of the titular group as “us” and the rest as “other.”
In many, if not most, of the newly independent states, the very question who
is “us” is itself a matter of much debate. Scholars of identity, whose work
Arel surveys in the introductory chapter, draw our attention to the fact that
contestation over a category of identity is a multidimensional process, and
that different dimensions of this contestation need to be taken into account
if one hopes to use identity as a variable affecting social and political actions. The Russian and Ukrainian cases reveal the importance of the degree
of domestic consensus on the question who is “us.”
Certain legal acts, most notably citizenship legislation, define what can
be called the “official” nation of a given state. We can thus determine the
content of the category “nation” from the law.19 However, without looking
at the debates that preceded the adoption of the legislation, we cannot know
the degree of agreement among main political actors over the official defi-
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nition. The degree of agreement (or of contestation) matters greatly for the
content of refugee policies, as we are about to see.

The Politics of Refugee Policy in Russia
The Russian case demonstrates that when there was a high degree of domestic consensus over the definition of “us,” those who were defined as belonging to the nation received preferential treatment in refugee policy. The
Russian case also shows that international actors may be able to liberalize
state policy toward foreign refugees, but only if they are aware of how the
politics of nation building determines domestic politics of refugee policy
and assist refugees who are perceived as belonging to the nation, even if
they do not fit the international legal definition of refugee.

The National Question and Refugee Policy
In Russia, all the main political forces (Communists, nationalists, and liberals) shared the idea that the “true” Russian nation transcends the borders
of the Russian Federation and embraces Russians and “Russian speakers”
in the former Soviet republics.20 Reflecting this prevalent domestic sentiment, the 1991 citizenship law defined the “official” Russian nation to include all former Soviet citizens by extending the right to Russian citizenship to them.21 The politics of nation building thus defined Russia’s “us” as
ethnic Russians and the Russian speakers from the former Soviet republics,
and this definition reflected a domestic consensus.
In the refugee policy area, the consensus that Russians and Russianspeaking migrants from the former Soviet republics are “us” rather than
“other” translated into a unique legal precedent of Russia adopting in February 1993 two laws to regulate the refugee situation: the law “On Refugees”
and the law “On Forced Migrants.” The forced migrant law applied to those
who were eligible for Russian citizenship (i.e., to the former Soviet citizens
recognized as belonging to the “us”) and was more generous than the
refugee law.22 The preferential approach to the former Soviet refugees was
also evident in practical applications of the law “On Refugees.” Formally,
anyone who was not a citizen of Russia could apply for refugee status under this law. A citizen of Uzbekistan and a citizen of Somalia, for example,
were to be treated equally under the law. In practice, however, in the first
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half of the 1990s, applications from developing-world asylum seekers were
simply not accepted, while arrivals from the former Soviet republics received refugee or forced migrant status virtually automatically.23
As a result, by the end of 1993, there were 447,900 recognized refugees
and forced migrants in Russia, all of whom were former Soviet citizens; none
was from the developing world.24 At the end of 1994, 702,500 refugees and
forced migrants were officially registered, but only 33 (0.007 percent) of them
were from the developing world. The 33 developing-world refugees recognized in 1994 were less than 0.1 percent of the 85,800 refugees recognized in
Russia that year.25 By the end of 2002, there were still only 400 recognized
developing-world refugees—3 percent of the 13,800 registered refugees.26
This refugee policy outcome was predetermined by a strong domestic
sense that the former Soviet citizens are part of the “us,” and thus ought to
be privileged in state policies. Arrivals from the former Soviet republics
were readily recognized as refugees and forced migrants, while the developing-world refugees remained in legal limbo. The irony was that the developing-world refugees were “real” refugees (fitting the international legal definition of refugee), whereas most of the post-Soviet migrants were
not. This irony, however, had its logic as a product of the consensual politics of nation building that defined the priorities of the government policy
toward different groups of refugees.
The politics of nation building can explain why the Russian-speaking migrants from the former Soviet republics were assisted more readily than
refugees from developing-world countries, but it cannot explain the evolution of Russia’s policy toward developing-world refugees. As table 7.2
shows, the share of developing-world refugees among recognized refugees
increased progressively starting in 1998. Starting in 1999, the majority of
refugees recognized were from developing-world countries rather than the
former Soviet republics.
To be sure, the post-1998 liberalization in Russia’s policy toward developing-world refugees was not dramatic. In absolute terms, very few applicants are recognized, and since 2000, these numbers have been declining.
Nevertheless, it is a significant change, given that before 1994 no developing-world refugees were recognized at all. The politics of nation building
did not change much from the first to the second half of the 1990s. Something else thus has to explain this change in refugee policy. This other factor, the second key source of post-Soviet refugee policies, is the strategy of
the UNHCR.
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Table 7.2. Refugees Recognized in Russia under the Law “On Refugees,”
1994–2002
Former Soviet Union

Year

Recognized
Given Year
(Persons)

Persons

Percent
of Total

1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

85,800
46,400
19,800
5,800
500
400
300
130
51

85,700
46,350
19,720
5,690
360
170
140
10
5

100.0
99.9
99.6
98.1
72.0
42.5
46.7
7.7
9.8

Developing World

Persons

Percent
of Total

30
50
80
110
140
230
160
120
46

0.0
0.1
0.4
1.9
28.0
57.5
53.3
92.3
90.2

Sources: 1994–96 data for developing-world refugees supplied by the UNHCR Moscow; for 1997,
Federal Migration Service of the Russian Federation, “Chislennost bezhentsev po stranam iskhoda
po sostoianiu na 01.01.98 g.,” 1998; for 1998, Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees,
“Number of Refugees by Countries of Origin Recognized by FMS of the Russian Federation (Till
the End of 1998),” 1998; for 1999–2000, Goskomstat Rossii, Chislennost i migratsia naselenia
Rossiiskoi Federatsii v 2000 godu (Moscow: Goskomstat Rossii, 2001), 116; for 2001–2, Goskomstat Rossii, Chislennost i migratsia naselenia Rossiiskoi Federatsii v 2002 godu (Moscow: Goskomstat Rossii, 2003), 138.

The Role of the UNHCR
Refugee policy formation in the post-Soviet region differs from refugee policy formation in post–World War II Western Europe in the greater role
played by international actors, specifically by the UNHCR. The UNHCR is
an international humanitarian organization mandated by the UN to promote
the ratification of the 1951 Geneva Convention on the Status of Refugees
and its 1967 Protocol (the international legal instruments that set standards
for refugee treatment) and to supervise their application.27 Although the
UNHCR is a central component of the international refugee regime, refugee
regimes in Western states evolved without the UNHCR. After its establishment in 1951 and until the end of the Cold War, the UNHCR worked mainly
in developing countries, not in Western states.28 In the post-Soviet region,
however, refugee regimes emerged under the scrutiny of the UNHCR.
The UNHCR has had a permanent local presence in Russia since 1992.
By virtue of its institutional “modus operandi” (operating through a permanent local office), it was well positioned to influence domestic refugee
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policies, arguably better than international actors that operate by sending
periodic delegations. The novelty of the refugee issue and the lack of domestic expertise further strengthened the UNHCR’s position in the postSoviet states as the resident expert on the subject. In short, the situation in
which the UNHCR found itself in the post-Soviet region may be characterized as the “exceptional circumstances” to which Andrew Moravcsik refers,
when a “window of opportunity” exists for international organizations’ officials to influence national policies.29 In Russia, however, the UNHCR was
initially unsuccessful in its efforts to encourage the government to establish
a receptive and a nondiscriminatory refugee regime—to make the Russian
authorities extend legal protection to the developing-world refugees. This
was because the UNHCR’s strategy was not sensitized to the domestic politics of refugee policy in Russia.
The UNHCR in Russia initially acted squarely within the universe of
meaning defined by international refugee law. It thus concerned itself exclusively with those who fit the international legal definition of refugees,
that is, with the developing-world asylum seekers, and did not assist the
“nontraditional” former Soviet refugees because they were not refugees under international law. The conflict of priorities of the UNHCR and the Russian authorities was apparent. The UNHCR focused on the situation of traditional developing-world refugees who fit the international legal definition
of a refugee, and it criticized Russia for not assisting them.30 As far as the
UNHCR was concerned, Russia was failing to live up to the international
obligations it undertook when it ratified the 1951 Convention and its 1967
Protocol. As far as the Russian authorities were concerned, Russia’s refugee
problem was first and foremost about the former Soviet nontraditional
refugees. They were “true” refugees deserving of UNHCR assistance.
The Russian authorities thus resented the UNHCR’s criticism, and for
their part attacked the international organization for failing to assist the former Soviet refugees. When Russia became the first post-Soviet state to ratify the 1951 Geneva Convention and its 1967 Protocol in November 1992,
it hoped that this would bring international assistance to Russia to deal with
the influx of former Soviet citizens.31 As it became clear that the international assistance was not forthcoming because the former Soviet migrants
were not refugees in the sense of international law, the Russian authorities
expressed their anger in no uncertain terms. As Viacheslav Bakhmin, the
head of the Foreign Ministry’s Directorate of International Humanitarian
and Cultural Cooperation and, in 1992, one of the main supporters of the
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ratification of the Geneva Convention by Russia, put it: “We signed [the Convention] so that international community would actively help with refugees—
but international help has been very weak. Our position is that the Russian
refugees in Russia are refugees in the international sense, and we want the
same kind of help that other states get. . . . It is a strategic mistake on the part
of international organizations to deal only with non-CIS refugees.”32
The politics of nation building determined the meaning of the term
“refugee” and the priorities of the Russian government. As long as the
UNHCR took its cues only from international law, the UNHCR and the
Russian authorities were talking past each other. Only in the mid-1990s,
when the UNHCR began to change its strategies, did the deadlock that
defined the UNHCR–Russia relations in the first half of the 1990s begin
to break, and Russia’s policies toward developing-world refugees begin to
change.
An examination of the evolution of the UNHCR’s strategy allows us to
speak of a learning process. By the middle of the 1990s, the UNHCR came
to realize that the complex nature of forced migration in the wake of the collapse of a multinational state necessitates a nontraditional response on its
part. Sadako Ogata, the UN high commissioner for refugees from September 1991 until December 2000, acknowledged that the UNHCR had
learned. She describes the UNHCR’s activities in the former Soviet Union
as “learning on the job” and affirms that when the UNHCR got involved in
the former Soviet Union it was “operating in an entirely unfamiliar environment” and had to adjust its strategies and objectives “as it went along.”33
This learning process took time. Only in 1994 would UNHCR headquarters
in Geneva employ its first full-time expert on the post-Soviet region.34 By
the middle of the 1990s, in the UNHCR’s words, its “evolving strategic
thinking” led it to “recognize . . . that an effective and relevant framework
for action could not, in this non-traditional environment [i.e., that of the former Soviet Union], be based solely on an asylum-centered strategy.”35
The changes in the UNHCR’s strategy took time to evolve but became
evident by the mid-1990s. In late 1994, the UNHCR started its first project
to benefit former Soviet refugees in Russia. A total of $4 million was earmarked to assist some 14,000 refugees from Georgia in Russia’s Krasnodar
region.36 The onset of hostilities in Chechnya in early 1995 for the first time
created a large category of involuntary migrants in Russia who fit an international legal category (“internally displaced persons,” or IDPs) and whom
the UNHCR could thus assist within the framework of its mandate.37
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The UNHCR’s evolving strategic thinking and deepening involvement
with nontraditional migrants in Russia and in other former Soviet states was
put on a formal footing by the CIS Conference held at UNHCR headquarters in May 1996.38 Activists have criticized the CIS Conference for “squandering an important opportunity and producing a document [Program of
Action] that was overly general and non-binding,”39 as well as for failing
to adopt a broadened regional refugee definition.40 At the same time, the
conference had an important affect on the UNHCR’s operations in the region and formally extended the UNHCR mandate in the CIS region to cover
a larger category of involuntary migrants.41
Changes in the UNHCR strategy brought changes in Russian refugee
policy. As the UNHCR began assisting nontraditional Russian-speaking
refugees in Russia, the group of primary concern for the Russian government, the government became more inclined to reciprocate and to recognize developing-world refugees. As table 7.2 shows, the share of developing-world refugees among recognized refugees in Russia increased
progressively, starting in 1998. Even though today’s Russian policy toward
developing-world refugees cannot be described as liberal,42 there is no
longer the deep gap between state policy toward the developing world and
toward the CIS refugees that existed in the first half of the 1990s. The securitization of migration and the refugee policy debate that followed President Vladimir Putin’s rise to power resulted in a more restrictive approach
to all migrants and refugees, including those from the CIS.43 This further
narrowed the gap in the treatment of former Soviet and developing-world
refugees.
In sum, a change in the UNHCR’s strategy (its decision to begin assisting nontraditional refugees in Russia) produced a liberalization of Russia’s policy toward developing-world refugees. At the same time, the politics of nation building—which firmly designated the former Soviet
migrants, in particular Russians and “Russian speakers,” as “us” and thus
the priority group for the government—continues to set limits on how receptive Russia’s policy toward other refugees can be. As we are about to
see, in Ukraine the situation was different. A result of the conflictual politics of Ukrainian nation building—domestic disagreement on the question of who is “us”—was that no refugee group could be singled out for
preferential treatment. This created domestic political space for a nondiscriminatory refugee policy. Such a policy materialized shortly after the
UNHCR began operating in Ukraine, which it approached with a different strategy from the start.
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The Politics of Refugee Policy in Ukraine
As discussed above, Ukrainian refugee policy differed from that of Russia
in two puzzling ways. First, Ukraine did not privilege either ethnic Ukrainians or CIS migrants in its policy. Second, Ukraine’s policy toward the developing world was more receptive that Russia’s. The first of these two differences can be attributed to the different politics of nation building. The
second is due to a different strategy on the part of the UNHCR.

The National Question and Refugee Policy
Unlike in Russia, in Ukraine there was no domestic consensus on the definition of the Ukrainian nation. The two main political forces—the left
(Communists and their allies) and the right (nationalists and nationaldemocrats)—held conflicting views on the national question and on the
question of Ukrainian statehood. The Ukrainian Communists, just like the
Russian Communists, subscribed to the Soviet version of historiography that
portrayed the Russians, Ukrainians, and Belarusians as three branches of the
same people and the Soviet Union as the “correct” state formation uniting
fraternal nations into a single Soviet people. The right, for its part, held
Ukrainian independence as the highest goal and understood the Ukrainian
state as a multinational state but with an ethnic Ukrainian “core.”44
Given their divergent views on the national question, the left and the right
differed on what group or groups are to be privileged in state policy. The
right wanted state legislation to single out ethnic Ukrainians for preferential treatment in state policies. The left, given its objective to have a union
state with Russia, focused its energies on opposing measures that underscored the separateness of Ukraine as a state. The left thus opposed any
measures that would single out ethnic Ukrainians as the group toward which
the state has special responsibility, while trying to institutionalize policies
(e.g., dual citizenship and two state languages) that had the potential to foster political unification with Russia.45 In the end, neither the left nor the
right had enough political power to achieve its objectives. The left’s dual
citizenship proposals were defeated, but so were the right’s proposals to accord preferential treatment to ethnic Ukrainians. A compromise was a territorial definition of the “official” nation in the citizenship law: Those with
family origins from the territory of Ukraine, regardless of their ethnic, linguistic, and other characteristics, were made eligible to acquire Ukrainian
citizenship under a simplified procedure.46
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The polarized politics of nation building that resulted in a compromise
territorial definition of the “official” nation in citizenship law had several
consequences for refugee policy. First, it precluded preferential treatment for
ethnic Ukrainian refugees. The 1993 refugee law did not include any provisions aimed at ethnic Ukrainian returnees, although the right and the centerright members of Parliament advocated such measures during the debate.47
Second, measures to benefit refugees who fell under the territorial definition
of the “official” nation were also minimal. The entirety of Ukraine’s preferential treatment of refugees who fell under this compromise definition of the
nation were one provision of the 1993 refugee law and one parliamentary
resolution. Article 3 of the refugee law exempted this group from the “safe
third country” exclusion clause during application for refugee status.48 The
December 1993 parliamentary resolution grated some additional socioeconomic rights to refugees who were eligible for Ukrainian citizenship.49 In
practice, however, the resolution made those eligible for Ukrainian citizenship actually worse off than “foreign” refugees;50 and by 2000, just 333 individuals were able to receive assistance under this resolution.51
If we recall that in Russia there was an entirely separate law “On Forced
Migrants” that created a preferential refugee regime for those who were eligible for Russian citizenship, and that the practical application of the law
“On Refugees” also privileged this group, the difference with Ukraine is
striking. This difference was a product of the different politics of nation
building. In Russia, a high degree of domestic consensus that ethnic Russians and Russian-speaking migrants from the former Soviet republics are
“us” rather than “other” mandated a preferential policy toward refugees
from the former Soviet republics. In Ukraine, where the territorial definition of the “official” nation was not the first choice of either the left or the
right, there was little political will to promote policies favoring this group.
The conflictual politics of nation building in Ukraine precluded ethnic
Ukrainians (or any other post-Soviet refugee group) from being designated
for preferential treatment in state policies; but at the same time, it created a
political space for a nondiscriminatory refugee policy. Because no single
group was designated for preferential treatment in state policies, all refugee
groups could potentially be treated equally.
A policy that is politically feasible may not become a reality, however.
Even though a nondiscriminatory refugee regime was politically feasible in
Ukraine, there was little domestic interest in it. Public and elite perception
of developing-world refugees was as negative in Ukraine as in Russia, and
no political force advocated liberal policies toward this group. The Ukrain-
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ian refugee law was adopted in 1993 but, until 1996 it remained unimplemented. Developing-world refugees thus had no way to legalize their stay
in Ukraine, and, as in Russia, were in the same position as illegal migrants.52 When the implementation of the 1993 law began in early 1996,
however, the results were striking. First refugee cards were handed to
Afghan refugees, and for the next several years developing-world refugees
continued to be a majority among recognized refugees. As we can see from
table 7.3, from 1996 to the end of 2000, 3,540 cases (4,720 persons) were
granted refugees status in Ukraine. A total of 84 percent of them were from
developing-world countries and 56 percent from Afghanistan.53

Table 7.3. Refugees Recognized in Ukraine, 1996–2001
Former
Soviet Union

Developing World

Year

Recognized
Given Year
(Cases)

Number
of Cases

Percent
of Total

Number
of Cases

Percent
of Total

1996

1,161

n.a.

n.a.

1,161

1997

844

61

7

783

More
than 90
93

1998

553

117

21

436

79

1999

476

65

14

411

86

2000

506

298

59

178

35

2001

274

98

36

176

64

Main Countries
of Origin
Afghanistan
Afghanistan, Congo,
Angola
Afghanistan, Sudan,
Azerbaijan
Afghanistan, Russia
(Chechnya),
Azerbaijan
Afghanistan, Russia
(Chechnya), Armenia
Afghanistan,
Azerbaijan, Russia
(Chechnya)

Note: n.a. = Not available. Data refer to cases, not persons (one case can be several persons, e.g., a family).
Of the 1,161 cases recognized in 1996, 995 were from Afghanistan; Oleg Shamshur, “Migration Situation in
Ukraine: International Cooperation Related Aspects,” Migration: European Journal on International Migration and Ethnic Relations, nos. 29–31 (1998): 29–44 (the citation is on 32).
Sources: Official data of the State Committee of Ukraine for Nationalities and Migration. Cited after the following: for 1996 and 1998, Olena Malynovska, “Some Statistic Data on Refugees in Ukraine,” Migration Issues 3,
no. 10 (1999): 28–33; for 1997, Derzhavnyi Komitet u spravakh natsionalnostei i migratsii, “Zvit pro osib, iaki
zvernulysia iz zaiavamy pro nadannia statusu bizhentsia v Ukraini stanom na 1.01.1998,” 1998; for 1999,
Derzhavnyi Komitet u spravakh natsionalnostei i migratsii, “Zvit pro osib, iaki zvernulysia iz zaiavamy pro
nadannia statusu bizhentsia v Ukraini stanom na 1.01.2000, Forma 1 (Bizhentsi),” February 3, 2000; for 2000,
Derzhavnyi Departament u spravakh natsionalnostei i migratsii, “Zvit pro osib iaki zvernulysia iz zaiavamy pro
nadannia statusu bizhentia v Ukraini stanom na 1.01.2001,” 2001. For 2001, Derzhavnyi Komitet u spravakh natsionalnostei i migratsii, “Zvit pro osib, iaki zvernulysia iz zaiavamy pro nadannia statusu bizhentsia v Ukraini
stanom na 1.01.2002, Forma 1 (Bizhensti),” January 28, 2002.
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If we take into account that thousands of developing-world refugees had
been present in Ukraine since early 1990s, and that until 1996 their situation was no better than that of developing-world refugees in Russia, one
cannot help but wonder why Ukraine’s policy toward developing-world
refugees improved so quickly starting in 1996. Ukraine began granting status to developing-world refugees within months after the UNHCR established a permanent local presence in the country in August 1995. This was
not a coincidence. The emergence of a receptive refugee regime in Ukraine
was a product of the UNHCR’s strategy, which from the outset was different from the one it pursued in Russia.

The Role of the UNHCR
By the time the UNHCR got involved in Ukraine, it had learned from its
experience in Russia that a strategy centered on the strict application of international refugee law was not very effective in the post-Soviet environment. As discussed above, by the middle of the 1990s the UNHCR was
growing increasingly aware of the particularities of the refugee problem in
the post-Soviet space, and it began to turn its attention to nontraditional
refugees. Since December 1994, the UNHCR had also been preparing to
host a conference on the forced migration problem in the former Soviet
space (the 1996 CIS Conference). If the decision to hold a conference on
the peculiarities of the post-Soviet refugee problem was evidence of the
UNHCR having learned on the overall organization level, its activities in
Ukraine evidenced such learning at the local level.
In Russia, as we saw above, the consensual politics of nation building
made the government primarily concerned with Russian speakers from the
former Soviet republics. The conflictual politics of nation building in
Ukraine did not generally make Ukrainian, Ukrainian-speaking, or former
Soviet migrants a priority group for the Ukrainian government. However,
the nature of the forced migration problem in Ukraine placed one group of
involuntary migrants in the government spotlight for political, economic,
and social reasons. The group in question was the Crimean Tatars.
The Crimean Tatars were deported from Crimea on Stalin’s orders in
1944, and since the late 1980s, they had begun to return back en masse. By
the mid-1990s, some 250,000 had returned, and the sheer number of returnees made the challenge of their accommodation and integration daunting. Furthermore, Crimea’s political sensitivities made the Crimean Tatars
a political concern to the Ukrainian authorities. On the one hand, the
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Crimean Tatars, who supported Ukraine’s independence and opposed the
transfer of Crimea to Russia, were an important counterbalance to the threat
of Russian separatism on the peninsula. On the other hand, the Crimean
Tatars themselves demanded national-territorial autonomy. This demand
raised the political temperature on the peninsula, and the central authorities
also eyed it with concern.54
The question whether to assist the Ukrainian authorities with the integration of the Crimean Tatars and other formerly deported peoples (FDPs)55
presented a dilemma for the UNHCR. From the point of view of international refugee law, the legal status of FDPs in Ukraine was as ambiguous
as the status of the post-Soviet migrants in Russia. In the late 1980s, the
Crimean Tatars’ return started as an internal migration within a single state
(the USSR); after 1991, it continued as an international migration from
other newly independent states to Ukraine. The vast majority of the FDPs
were thus neither “refugees” nor “internally displaced persons” in the sense
of international law, and therefore not under the UNHCR mandate. Instead
of falling back on its mandate restrictions and shunning involvement with
the FDPs in Crimea, the UNHCR in Ukraine made a strategic decision to
find a way to aid the Ukrainian government with their resettlement.
Starting in April 1995, the UNHCR dispatched a series of fact-finding
missions to Crimea to identify groups of FDPs that would fall under its
mandate. In July 1995, the Ukrainian government formally requested the
UNHCR to assist with the resettlement and integration of FDPs.56 By early
1996, the UNHCR had identified two groups of FDPs that it could assist under it mandate: several thousand FDPs who had fled conflict areas in the
former Soviet republics and who were in a refugee-like situation; and tens
of thousands of legally stateless FDPs who had arrived in Ukraine after the
1991 citizenship law entered into force.57 Once mandate justification for the
UNHCR involvement was found, the UNHCR in Ukraine quickly proceeded with concrete assistance, such as financing housing construction for
returnees.58 These shelter rehabilitation projects provided tangible results
rather quickly, and they established for the UNHCR a reputation as the international organization that actually “delivers.”59 This reputation was
strengthened in the following years. In the period 1997–2000, the UNHCR
conducted a massive “citizenship campaign”—its largest in the world—in
which it invested $2 million, and which helped nearly 100,000 Crimean
Tatars acquire Ukrainian citizenship.60
When refugee status determination began in Ukraine in early 1996, it immediately benefited developing-world refugees. The Ukrainian authorities’
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willingness to grant refugee status to developing-world refugees was in no
small measure a reciprocal act for the UNHCR’s assistance with the resettlement of FPDs in Crimea. The UNHCR’s assistance in Crimea had
positive “spillover” effects for refugee protection in all of Ukraine. The
UNHCR was also aware of this effect of its engagement with FDPs on
refugee policies: “There are side benefits to UNHCR in Kyiv for any assistance policy in the Crimea,” a July 1996 UNHCR report noted.61 Ukrainian government officials likewise acknowledge that the UNHCR’s “good
will” with the problems of FDPs in Crimea was reciprocated by “good will”
on the part of the Ukrainian government with regard to developing-world
asylum seekers.62
In another departure from its approach in Russia, the UNHCR in Ukraine
decided initially not to put too much emphasis on the ratification of the
Geneva Convention by Ukraine but instead to concentrate on what it termed
a “step-by-step approach.”63 This difference in strategy also can be attributed to the UNHCR’s learning experience. Russia ratified the 1951 Geneva
Convention and its 1967 Protocol as early as 1992, and it had a liberal
refugee law on the books by early 1993, but these legislative developments
did not translate into a receptive policy toward developing-world refugees.
If there was a clear lesson from the Russian case for the UNHCR, it was
that in an environment of the weak rule of law, the mere act of ratification
of international instruments or adoption of liberal legislation does not necessarily translate into policies in line with formally declared legal principles and obligations. The UNHCR Kyiv office thus devised a “step-by-step”
strategy. The head of the office was himself a national of a postcommunist
state (Hungary) who was well aware of the limited power of the letter of the
law in the postcommunist context in the absence of authorities’ desire and
capacity to implement it. The UNHCR Kyiv office got Geneva to back this
novel approach.64
The essence of the “step-by-step” approach was to emphasize and reward
authorities’ gradual practical progress in refugee policy, rather than strive
for legislative perfection.65 The primary goal of the “step-by-step” strategy
was to encourage the authorities to accept and process refugee applications
in a nondiscriminatory manner, even when the national legislation remained
suboptimal relative to international standards. In line with this strategy, the
UNHCR provided targeted material and technical assistance to the relevant
central and regional government agencies. Both the Ukrainian authorities
and the UNHCR acknowledge that material and technical assistance provided by the UNHCR enabled and encouraged the authorities to address the
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problems of refugees in Ukraine that might otherwise have remained ignored due to the lack of local capacity and resources required to implement
the refugee law.66 As one senior Ukrainian refugee policy official put it succinctly: “Without UNHCR, we [the Ukrainian migration service] would
have perished.”67
The second half of the 1990s saw quick progress in refugee protection in
Ukraine. The implementation of the 1993 refugee law began in February
1996, when the first refugees were recognized by the Kyiv City Migration
Service. By the end of 1996, the refugee status determination procedure was
being implemented in fifteen of Ukraine’s twenty-seven regions. By the end
of 1999, the procedure was being implemented in all regions of Ukraine.68
The UNHCR provided migration services with material, technical, and expert assistance, and it was also generous in its praise of Ukraine’s refugee
policies as “an example for the CIS region.”69 Ukraine finally ratified the
1951 Geneva Convention and its Protocol in January 2002, after adopting
a revised refugee law in June of the previous year.
A paradox of the nondiscriminatory refugee policy in Ukraine was its
adverse effects for former Soviet migrants, and especially ethnic Ukrainian (usually referred to as “repatriates”) in Ukraine. This was because a
nondiscriminatory refugee policy benefited whoever was a refugee under
international law. In Ukraine, developing-world refugees were the ones
who unambiguously met the refugee definition under international law
(they crossed an international border and were not citizens of Ukraine).
Ethnic Ukrainian repatriates and other former Soviet migrants generally
did not meet the refugee definition because of their migration experience
and/or citizenship status, and thus they could not benefit from a refugee
policy that respected the international legal definition of a refugee. The situation whereby “foreign” refugees are apparently better off than Ukrainian repatriates is frequently lamented in Ukraine, including by government
officials.70 As one newspaper headline crudely summarized this sentiment,
“If you want to be a refugee in Ukraine, you are better off if you are
black.”71
Despite the legislative and practical progress achieved in the 1990s, the
Ukrainian refugee regime remains fragile, as events of the most recent years
show. Frequent restructurings of the state administrative organs negatively
affect the functioning of refugee law. In 2001, the main government body
dealing with refugees was re-created and restaffed for the seventh time in
eight years. This restructuring halted the refugee recognition process from
mid-2001 until the end of 2002, and only two refugees were recognized dur-
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ing this period.72 Financial assistance from the UNHCR, which has been an
important incentive for the cash-strapped Ukrainian authorities, declined
after 2001, when the UNHCR citizenship campaign in Crimea came to an
end and the UNHCR Kyiv office saw budget cuts.73 In 2003, the European
Commission began financing the UNHCR-implemented project “Strengthening the Asylum System in Ukraine.”74 It remains to be seen if the resulting increase in the UNHCR Kyiv office budget, and thus of its ability to provide material incentives to the Ukrainian authorities, will lead to an increase
in refugee recognition rates in the coming years,75 and if Ukraine will
amend its refugee law in line with UNHCR recommendations.76
To sum up, the result of the different politics of nation building and different strategies of international actors in Russia and Ukraine was a relatively more receptive policy toward developing-world refugees in Ukraine
in comparison with Russia, and a significantly more receptive refugee policy toward co-ethnics in Russia than in Ukraine. Though one should not
overlook the fact that developing-world refugees experience many economic and legal hardships in Ukraine as well, the difference with Russia is
still significant. In Ukraine, developing-world asylum seekers generally had
a way of legalizing their stay and thus receiving at least minimal protection,
whereas in Russia they generally did not. The difference in the treatment of
the co-ethnics in the two countries has been even more striking.

Conclusion
The evolution of Russian and Ukrainian refugee policies illustrates how the
politics of nation building and the strategies of the international actors
shaped refugee policy outcomes in states where the challenges of nation
building and of refugee protection are intertwined. The different ways in
which Russia and Ukraine responded to the similar challenge of refugee
protection had to do with the different politics of nation building and different strategies of the UNHCR. Russian and Ukrainian refugee policy story
contains several larger implications that reach beyond the issue of refugee
policy.
The first of these implications is for scholars of identity and of nation
building. The story told in this chapter underscores what Arel emphasized
in his introduction: To understand how identity matters, researchers must
investigate the political process that gives meaning to categories of identity; rather than simply assuming that certain objective markers, such as
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passport ethnicity, language, or territory, will have the same importance
(and thus produce similar policies) in different domestic settings. Indeed, it
is the politics over the labeling, recognition, and meaning of identity categories that makes a certain cleavage salient (or not) in a particular domestic context. In Russia and Ukraine, as we have seen in this chapter, what
mattered for inclusion and exclusion in the nation (and thus for the preferential treatment and for discrimination in refugee policy) was not simply
ethnicity (or any other objective characteristic). The relative strength of political forces that “imagined” the nation differently determined how the “us”
and the “other” were defined in the law. Whether or not the “us” would then
receive preferential treatment in refugee policy further depended on the degree of domestic consensus over the definition of the “us.”
The second lesson of the Russian and Ukrainian refugee policy story is
that a polarizing politics of nation building may have unintended “liberal”
consequences. As the Ukrainian case illustrates, a “weak” national identity
and the conflictual politics of nation building can open a political space for
a liberal policy in another issue area that would not have existed otherwise.
This finding is in line with that of the scholars of democratization who have
shown how in states with weak civil societies and no history of democracy
elite fragmentation enables a degree of political pluralism and serves as an
obstacle to authoritarian consolidation.77 The fact that the territorial definition turned out to be a compromise definition of the nation in Ukraine also
suggests that the default equilibrium outcome of a polarized politics of nation building in terms of state policies may be a civic nation-building project—an intriguing possibility that deserves further research.
Finally, the Russian and the Ukrainian cases both testify to the potential
of international actors in the postcommunist region to promote policies respectful of human rights. This implication has an important caveat, however—the evidence from Russia and Ukraine clearly shows that the success
of international actors depends on how well they understand the domestic
politics of the issue they are trying influence, and how able they are to adjust their strategies to fit domestic constraints.
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